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I had the privilege, furthermore, of working closely with Andreas Schuck, and also with Georgios Xezonakis, Susan Banducci, and Marketa Bilska from Exeter University, UK, during the preparation, training, and execution phases of the media content analytical part of the project. I wish to thank Georgios, Susan, and Marketa for all that they have done to get the content analysis on track, for their great teamwork in training the “Exeter group” of coders, and for their hospitality and care during my stay in Exeter. I also thank them (and Jeff Karp) for introducing me to South West England, which is beautiful, and I look forward to returning there and doing some further exploring in the future. Back in Amsterdam, many hours were spent hours on recruiting, housing (!) and training the other half of an incredibly large group of young and talented coders, who came from all over the European continent to work with us. In many ways, this was an unforgettable, and sometimes surreal, experience, and we certainly had a lot of fun. I’m not sure if Andreas would say that the various intercoder-reliability tests we conducted were “fun” to do, but despite the dazzlingly challenging nature of this task (I’m looking at you, Krippendorff’s alpha), I really enjoyed our teamwork and gained a lot of relevant insights in the process. I thank Georgios for contributing from Exeter a significant share of the work involved in these tests. I also thank all coders who participated, mostly with great enthusiasm and conscientiousness. I am particularly thankful, of course, to those who content analyzed the Dutch media outlets for the European Summit project, and to those who
coded the Danish, Dutch, German and UK media for the European Elections project. By doing so, each of them made an important contribution to this dissertation.
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